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ACTIVATE QI IN THE 10 POINTS 
	
Done as a stand alone practice, this activates Qi where it most likely gets stuck. Stuck energy 
makes you cranky, tired, lethargic, unmotivated, tired yet can't sleep, irritable, etc. Very simple to 
do anytime, anywhere. There you go! 
 
	
1. Activate Stomach Channel, Stomach 12 acupoint "Empty Basin"  
 
Take your thumb and place on top of the collarbone, closest to the sternum. 
INHALE and clean- like scrubbing, the top of the collarbone with your thumb as 
you press and slide the thumb towards your shoulder, slide along your t-shirt.  
When you get to the end, (bony outcrop), reach around with your fingers to the 
back of the shoulder, lift the shoulder and pinch between your grasp, hold breath. 
Let go! big ahhhhh! with the EXHALE.  
 
Do this for 5 times on the LEFT SIDE, then change sides: 
 
Do for 5 times on the RIGHT side, same breathing pattern 
 
Once Qi is activated in the neck with warm ups, then this is the next place for it to 
get stuck. Facilitates digestion, aids in the progression of circulation to the upper 
body. 
 
2. Activate Heart 1 acupoint  "Highest Spring" 
 
With loose hands you will be "karate" chopping into each armpit, moving from 
your waist, swing your arms side to side as each hand comes into contact with 
the opposite armpit.  One hand in armpit, the other hand activates acupoint GV 
14 "Great Hammer", the C7-T1 juncture on the spine - the big bone that sticks 
out at the base of the back of the neck.  When you go to the other side, it is 
same.  
 
Continue swinging right side, left side,   Count to 18 times each side,  1,1, 2,2, 
and so on until 18 times you have tapped each side and back of neck. 
 
This charges the weakest spot for Liver and Gallbladder.  Prozac point, work this 
instead, good for depression and anxiety, helps back of heart, helps frozen 
shoulder.  
 
3. Activate Heart 3 acupoint "Lesser Sea" 
 
Arms out in front of you, elbows are creased. Lightly slap the inside edge of each 
elbow with the opposite hand, open palmed, soft hands. Slap on inside elbow 
crease (cubital) crease come down and off each time. 
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Alternating hands for 18 times both sides slide of the inside elbow, 1,1, 2,2 and 
so on until 18 times. 
  
This is another valley, easy for Qi to get trapped here, also wind trapped here 
can release. 
 
4. Inguinal Groove  (activate stomach, spleen, liver channels) 
 
Hands flat on the abdomen, fingers pointing down, fingertips at hip flexors (front 
of body crease where the legs attach at the torso).  INHALE, push fingertips AND 
hand equally into the body as you drag the hand up to above the belly button, 
holding and stretching the inguinal muscles. Stop here, hold breath. Then, let go 
quickly EXHALE -big ahhhh! Place hands on lower inguinal crease to start the 
exercise again.   
 
Do this exercise for a total of 5 times. 
Another valley where Qi is trapped, this is good for women's spleen and 
gynecological health and men's prostrate.   
 
 
5. Activate Bladder 39 acupoint "Bend Yang" 
 
On the back crease of each knee towards the outer part of each crease, lightly 
tap with closed fists.  Make sure you are not on the very outside of the leg crease 
as you will just hit bone.  Make contact, but do not "bounce off" each time. 
 
Do this for a count of 39 times. 
 
Water circulation gets bad, stagnate, work lymphatic system. Helps to strengthen 
the spleen, digestion level going on move entire body Qi.   
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